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TESSERA 001 DINING TABLE

Design 

Ate Rote design studio
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tessera



The tessera dining table is an 
elegant, yet functional table with 

a very distinctive base. 
The base consists of four curved 

plywoods that can be wooden or 
lacquered. The top is available in 

different materials. 
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tessera
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tessera



HYPER 001 DINING TABLE

Design 

Sotiris Lazou design studio
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hyper



The hyper dining table is charac-
terised by its smooth shape and 
form. The base consists of two 

identical curved plywoods, 
available in wood or lacquer. The 

top is 6 cm thick and has the 
possibility of ceramic inside. 
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hyper



DAKRY F 001 DINING TABLE

Design 

al2 Lab
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dakry



The dakry f 001 dining tables 
have an organic shape top 
that is available in different 
thickness and materials. The 
base consists of two assym-
etrical, wooden columns, in 

the shape of a “tear” that are 
painted in metal lacquer. The 
bases can be smooth or with 

stripes. 
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dakry



DAKRY 003 SIDEBOARD

Design 

al2 Lab
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dakry



The dakry 003 sideboard has an 
elegant design, combined with 

refined details. The base is 
wooden, with or without stripes 
and painted in metal lacquer. 

Each column has the shape of a 
“tear”. The handles are always in 

solid wood and the top is 
available in different materials.  
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dakry



HYPER 003 SIDEBOARD

Design 

Sotiris Lazou design studio
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hyper
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The hyper sideboard 
is nothing but ordinary 
where the under shelf 
is the main, distinctive 
element. A contem-
porary yet creative 
piece of furniture with 
a versatile character, 
ideal for any space. 
It has 3 doors and 2 
drawers. It is also 
possible without the 
under shelf. 

hyper



HYPER SV 009 
HIGHBOARD

Design 

Sotiris Lazou design studio
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hyper
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al2 loves design and different 
approaches, and that is obvious 
in the hyper cabinet collection. 
The shelf under the cabinet is a 
different element with practical 

usability but also a different 
adition to this piece of furniture. It 

has 4 doors and the top / shelf are 
always in ceramic.

hyper



HYPER 009 VITRINE

Design 

Sotiris Lazou design studio
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hyper
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Elegance, high-end materials, 
design and luxury are the main 
elements of the hyper vitrine - a 
real jewel in the house. A bright 

and distinctive choice for 
anyone who wishes to have an 
unoticeable piece of furniture in 
their house. It has two glass doors 

and two drawers inside. 

hyper



DAKRY LOW TABLES

Design 

al2 Lab
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dakry
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dakry

A rich variety of choices and 
designs is obvious in the dakry low 
table collection. A bold collection 

of low tables that definitely 
conquers the space and gives 
personality to it. Wood, glass, 

ceramic, lacquer, are some of 
the available materials. 



HYPER LOW TABLE

Design 

Sotiris Lazou design studio
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hyper
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hyper

An imposing low table for 
imposing spaces. Its main 
characteristic? The bigger 

dimensions that reinforce its bold 
character. A statemnet piece in 
a living room with great taste. It 
is available in different materials 

and there is the possibility of 
ceramic inside the top. 



MARS LOW TABLE

Design 

al2 Lab
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mars
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mars

The mars low table is character-
ised by the smooth shapes and 

the elegant design. It has a round 
shape with a beveled wooden 
top. It combines simple design 

with refined details and is 
available in different materials. 



HYPER 015 SIDE TABLES

Design 

Sotiris Lazou design studio
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hyper
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hyper

A side table with a distinctive 
design. An oval shape with a solid 
design that is available in wood or 
lacquer. The top is available with 

ceramic inside as well. A true 
design piece with a playful 

character that can stand alone or 
with more together. 



KOI BED

Design 

al2 Lab
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koi
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The koi is an upholstered bed 
where quality and comfort come 

together. The refined stitches 
and the possibilities in materials 
and colours, as well as the extra 
storage space, are some of the 
charcteristics that make the koi 

bed special. 

koi



ALTO SOFA

Design 

al2 Lab
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alto
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A relaxing, warm and soft couch 
that is available in different 

dimensions, styles and materials. A 
timeless character, ideal for every 
space where high-end quality is 
the key. Alto is a very welcoming 

sofa that combines different types 
of foam and feather.

alto



CITY SOFA

Design 

al2 Lab
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city
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city

An elegant couch with slim details 
that is available in different shapes 
and in leather as well. It has metal 
legs, a very thin base and a seat 

cushion that consists of multi 
density foam. 



LAZY SOFA

Design 

al2 Lab
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lazy
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lazy

The sofa “lazy” is the ideal choice 
for relaxation. The different densi-
ties (from harder to softer) inside 
the seat cushion is what makes it 
very comfirtable without compro-
mising the beauty. It has hidden 

plastic feet and the back cushions 
have a bigger height so that they 

“hug” the head. 



ARCH SOFA

Design 

al2 Lab
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arch
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The curve sofa is the ideal sofa 
that combines comfort with 

excellent design. Its form is curvy 
and the seat cushion is one piece 

that has inside different density 
foams. It is available in two-seated 
sofa but also in L-shape sofa and 

in different fabrics. 

arch
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